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Two-Stage Biomarker Protocols for
Improving the Precision of Early
Detection of Prostate Cancer
Christine L. Barnett, PhD, Scott A. Tomlins, MD, PhD, Daniel J. Underwood, PhD,
John T. Wei, MD, Todd M. Morgan, MD, James E. Montie, MD, Brian T. Denton, PhD

Background. New cancer biomarkers are being discovered
at a rapid pace; however, these tests vary in their predictive performance characteristics, and it is unclear how best
to use them. Methods. We investigated 2-stage biomarkerbased screening strategies in the context of prostate cancer
using a partially observable Markov model to simulate
patients’ progression through prostate cancer states to mortality from prostate cancer or other causes. Patients were
screened every 2 years from ages 55 to 69. If the patient’s
serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) was over a specified
threshold in the first stage, a second stage biomarker test
was administered. We evaluated design characteristics for
these 2-stage strategies using 7 newly discovered biomarkers as examples. Monte Carlo simulation was used to estimate the number of screening biopsies, prostate cancer
deaths, and quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) per 1000

men. Results. The all-cancer biomarkers significantly
underperformed the high-grade cancer biomarkers in terms
of QALYs. The screening strategy that used a PSA threshold of 2 ng/mL and a second biomarker test with highgrade sensitivity and specificity of 0.86 and 0.62, respectively, maximized QALYs. This strategy resulted in a prostate cancer death rate within 1% of using PSA alone with
a threshold of 2 ng/mL, while reducing the number of
biopsies by 20%. Sensitivity analysis suggests that the
results are robust with respect to variation in model parameters. Conclusions. Two-stage biomarker screening strategies using new biomarkers with risk thresholds optimized
for high-grade cancer detection may increase qualityadjusted survival and reduce unnecessary biopsies. Key
words: Biomarkers, Prostate Cancer, Markov Model,
Simulation. (Med Decis Making XXXX;XX:xx–xx)

A

unnecessary biopsies. Patients and their health care
providers now have access to these new biomarkers,
which could potentially be combined into multistage biomarker screening strategies that improve
the precision with which screening can be performed. These discoveries have the potential to
improve patient survival and lower the burden of
screening by better discriminating between patients
with and without cancer. However, these tests vary
in their predictive characteristics, and the ideal way
to use them to achieve optimal long-term health
benefits is unclear. In this article we study the question of how to design 2-stage biomarker screening
strategies in the context of prostate cancer.
Several new diagnostic prostate cancer biomarkers have recently come to market.3,4 Some of these
biomarkers are PSA derivatives, such as free PSA
and [–2]proPSA. Some of the biomarkers are based
on combinations of serum markers, such as the
prostate health index (phi), which uses a combination of total PSA, free PSA, and [–2]proPSA to

lthough prostate cancer is the most common
solid tumor in American men, controversy surrounds prostate cancer screening. The American
Urological Association (AUA) recommends shared
decision making for men ages 55–69 considering
prostate-specific antigen (PSA)–based screening
and specifies screening intervals of 2 years to preserve the majority of the benefits of screening and
reduce overdiagnosis and false positives.1 However,
the United States Preventive Services Task Force
recommends against prostate cancer screening with
the PSA due to the resulting unnecessary biopsies
and overtreatment of low-risk disease.2 In recent
years, many new biomarkers have been discovered
for early detection of prostate cancer that may
be able to supplement the PSA test to reduce
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generate a score,5,6 and the 4Kscore, which uses a
panel of total PSA, free PSA, intact PSA, and
human kallikrein 2 (hK2) to estimate a patient’s risk
of high-grade cancer (Gleason score 7) on biopsy.
Other molecular biomarkers include prostate cancer
antigen 3 (PCA3) and TMPRSS2:ERG (T2:ERG),
which are detectable in post digital rectal exam
(DRE) urine.7–13 The Mi-Prostate Score (MiPS) early
detection test combines a patient’s serum PSA,
urine PCA3 score, and urine T2:ERG score in a multivariate regression model to estimate individualized risk estimates for all prostate cancer and highgrade prostate cancer.14 These tests vary in the outcome they predict (all cancer v. high-grade cancer)
and in their sensitivities and specificities. No study
has yet attempted to compare these biomarkers to
determine which characteristics achieve optimal
long-term health outcomes.
To better understand the optimal design of
screening strategies in a multibiomarker setting, we
estimated long-term health outcomes using a partially observable Markov model. We validated the
model by comparing model-based estimates of
health outcomes with independent estimates
reported in the literature. We compared each of the
biomarkers based on patients who were screened
from ages 55 to 69 with a screening interval of 2
years. During each screening period, we used an
innovative 2-stage biomarker screening strategy. If
the patient’s serum PSA was over a specified
threshold (2 or 4 ng/mL), a second biomarker test
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was administered. We estimated the number of
prostate cancer deaths and screening biopsies per
1000 men, as well as the gain in quality-adjusted
life-years (QALYs) compared with no screening, in
order to identify the ideal biomarker characteristics.
We drew conclusions about optimal screening strategy design characteristics that may generalize to
other disease contexts in which multiple biomarkers can be used to achieve early detection.
METHODS
To evaluate screening strategies that use biomarkers of varying sensitivity and specificity, we developed a partially observable Markov model in which
pretreatment states are not directly observable.
Biomarker tests give (imperfect) information about
the true state of the patient. The partially observable
pretreatment states in the model include no prostate
cancer, undetected organ-confined prostate cancers
based on Gleason score (GS \ 7, GS = 7, GS . 7), and
extraprostatic or lymph node-positive cancer (EPLN).
The EPLN state aggregates these 2 conditions into one
state because they are similarly associated with
decreased survival. The states were selected because
they distinguish patients on the basis of likely treatment options, outcomes, and survival.
Model Parameters
Figure 1 displays the health states and possible
state transitions for the model. Each year that the
screening strategy calls for testing, the following
sequence of events in the model occur: The patient
receives biomarker tests; the biomarker test results
determine whether a biopsy is performed; and the
patient transitions to his next health state. As our
model focuses on screening of the general population, the screening strategy terminates after initial
biopsy and the patient continues to make state transitions in the absence of screening until reaching
one of the absorbing states: all-other-cause mortality
or prostate cancer mortality. The parameters used to
calculate the transition probabilities are described
in Table 1, and how these parameters were calculated is described in the supplementary material.
Prostate Cancer Screening
The structure of the 2-stage biomarker screening
strategy is illustrated in Figure 2, in which 2 thresholds divide PSA values into low, intermediate, and
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Figure 1 State transition diagram. Health states and progression paths in the Markov model are shown, where transitions between
states are represented by arrows. Patients who are detected with prostate cancer (PCa) are treated immediately with radical prostatectomy (RP) or active surveillance (AS). GS, Gleason score; EPLN, extraprostatic or lymph node-positive cancer.

high. A patient receives a biopsy if his PSA value is
‘‘high’’ (.10 ng/mL). If his PSA value is ‘‘low’’ at a
given screening age, then no biopsy is recommended. If the PSA is between the ‘‘low’’ and
‘‘high’’ thresholds, then a second biomarker test is
used. If the second biomarker test is positive, the
patient receives a biopsy; otherwise, the patient
does not receive a biopsy and continues to be
screened in future years. We evaluated 2 PSA
thresholds to trigger a second biomarker test: 2 and
4 ng/mL. We selected these thresholds because it
has been reported that phi, 4Kscore, and [–2]
proPSA have the ability to select men with PSA values of 2–10 ng/mL for prostate biopsy and because
4 ng/mL is a commonly used biopsy threshold.15
We chose to use this 2-stage screening strategy for
multiple reasons. First, PSA is an established test
and many new biomarkers are only approved to be
used along with the PSA test. Second, new biomarkers can be expensive, and this approach pragmatically uses the new biomarkers when they will add
greatest value and does not use them when they
have little value. Additionally, we assumed 100%
adherence to the screening strategy and performed
sensitivity analysis on the adherence rates.
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We sampled PSA scores using a random effects
model that includes the patient’s current age and his
age at onset of a preclinical tumor.16 For the sensitivity and specificity of the second biomarker test, we
used values reported in the literature. We performed
a systematic review of the literature and chose the
sensitivities and specificities that were nondominated (i.e., biomarkers such that no other biomarker
had both a higher sensitivity and a higher specificity). Table 2 shows sensitivity and specificity values
that we used for all cancer and high-grade cancer
(Gleason score 7). These 14 tests were evaluated for
2 PSA thresholds (2 ng/mL and 4 ng/mL), resulting
in 28 screening strategies. Biopsy results were randomly sampled as either positive or negative, assuming a sensitivity of 0.8.30 If the biopsy result was positive, we estimated the probability that the biopsy
provides an incorrect grading at diagnosis based on
data reported by Epstein and others.17
Clinical Detection of Prostate Cancer
Patients were diagnosed with prostate cancer in 1
of 2 ways: by routine screening (i.e., an elevated biomarker score that leads to a positive biopsy) or by
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Table 1

Parameters, Their Sources, and the Specific Values Used in Our Base
Case and Sensitivity Analysis

Parameter

Annual transition rate from no
PCa to GS \ 7
Annual other-cause mortality
rate
Annual metastasis rate for
patients with undiagnosed
PCa
Annual PCa-specific mortality
rate given metastasized PCa
Sensitivity of prostate biopsy
procedure
Annual transition rate from GS
\ 7 to GS = 7
Annual transition rate from GS
= 7 to GS . 7
Annual transition rate from GS
\ 7 to EPLN
Annual transition rate from GS
= 7 to EPLN
Annual transition rate from GS
. 7 to EPLN
Probability of no possible
recurrence following
definitive treatment in state
EPLN
Proportion of patients detected
with GS \ 7 who undergo
active surveillance
Annual metastasis rate for
patients with possible
recurrence after definitive
treatment in EPLN
Instantaneous QALY disutility
for screening
Instantaneous QALY disutility
for a prostate biopsy
Instantaneous QALY disutility
for PCa diagnosis
Instantaneous QALY disutility
for radical prostatectomy
Annual QALY disutility for 9year post–radical
prostatectomy recovery period
Annual QALY disutility for
active surveillance
Annual QALY disutility for
metastasis

Symbol

Low Value(s)

Base Case Value(s)

High Value(s)

Source (Ref. No.)

wt

0.004–0.069
0.002–0.347

Upper bound
of 95% CI
+20%

28

dt

Lower bound
of 95% CI
–20%

et

–10%

0.002–0.035

+10%

zt

–10%

0.181–0.204

+10%

f

–10%

0.8

+10%

30

o1o2

–10%

0.101

+10%

28

o2o3

–10%

0.087

+10%

31

o1e

–10%

0.029

+10%

31

o2e

–10%

0.081

+10%

31

o3e

–10%

0.097

+10%

31

pnc

–10%

0.468

+10%

31

s

–10%

0.485

+10%

32

g

–10%

0.006

+10%

19

dScr

0.0

0.00019

0.00019

dBiop

0.00346

0.00577

0.00750

Mayo Clinic Radical
Prostatectomy Registry
33

dDia

0.0125

0.01667

0.0208

33

dTre

0.0917

0.24667

0.323

33

dRec

0.0

0.05

0.07

33

dAS

0.0

0.03

0.15

33

dMet

0.14

0.4

0.76

33

29
Calibrated

Note: CI, confidence interval; EPLN, extraprostatic or lymph node-positive cancer; GS, Gleason score; PCa, prostate cancer; QALY, quality-adjusted
life-year.
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Figure 2 Two-stage biomarker screening strategy where the
result of the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test determines
whether a second biomarker is used. If a patient’s PSA score is
greater than 10 ng/mL, he will automatically receive a biopsy. B
represents the observed second biomarker result for the patient, x
is the PSA threshold to trigger a second biomarker test, and y is
the threshold for the second biomarker to trigger biopsy.

clinical detection (i.e., prostate cancer that develops
symptoms). We assumed that the ‘‘lead time clock’’
for clinical detection starts once a patient has both
prostate cancer and a PSA score 3 ng/mL. Savage
and others18 developed a distribution of lead times
from an elevated PSA measurement of 3 ng/mL to
clinical diagnosis of prostate cancer. For each
patient, we randomly sampled a lead time from this
distribution. If a patient’s lead time is x years, after
the patient has had prostate cancer and a PSA score
3 ng/mL for x years, if the patient is alive and has
neither been diagnosed nor treated for prostate cancer, then the patient is assumed to be clinically
detected.18
Prostate Cancer Treatment
Following diagnosis, patients received watchful
waiting, active surveillance, or radical prostatectomy. We assumed that patients with Gleason score
7 received radical prostatectomy. Patients diagnosed with Gleason score \7 were assumed to be
treated via active surveillance or radical prostatectomy. Based on practice patterns reported by Liu
and others,19 we assumed that 48.5% of patients
diagnosed with Gleason score \7 received active
surveillance, while the other 51.5% received radical
prostatectomy. Given the lack of consensus in published guidelines for active surveillance, we
assumed that patients received a biopsy 1 year after
diagnosis, followed by a biopsy every 2 years for 10
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years following diagnosis.20 Patients over age 80
were assumed to receive watchful waiting.
Patients receiving active surveillance continue to
progress through the natural history of the disease
until they have a biopsy result of Gleason score 7.
We made the same assumptions about surveillance
biopsies as described above. If a patient’s Gleason
score was upgraded as a result of a surveillance
biopsy, he was assumed to have a radical prostatectomy. However, if he was never detected to have
higher risk disease, he had the survival of an
untreated patient. Survival following radical prostatectomy depends on the stage of the disease at treatment. There are 2 posttreatment states patients can
transition to following treatment: no recurrence following treatment (NRFT), and possible recurrence
following treatment (PRFT). If a patient has organconfined disease at surgery, he transitions directly
to NRFT. If a patient has extraprostatic or lymph
node-positive disease at treatment, he transitions to
NRFT with probability 0.468 (defined as pnc in
Table 1), and he transitions to PRFT with probability 0.532. The annual metastasis rate for patients in
PRFT is 0.006 based on the Mayo Clinic Radical
Prostatectomy Registry (defined as g in Table 1).
From the postdiagnosis states, patients eventually
transition to metastasis and/or death from prostate
cancer or other causes.
Model Validation
To perform model validation, we compared estimates of clinical statistics from our model with literature estimates. The model estimates were based
on the assumption that all men were screened annually from age 50 to 75 with a PSA threshold of 4 ng/
mL, because that was a common strategy at the time
on which the literature estimates are based.21,22 We
compared our model results with independent estimates from the literature for age-dependent risks of
prostate cancer death, expected lifespan for a 40year-old man, age-dependent risks of prostate cancer diagnosis, Gleason score distribution at diagnosis, and biopsy-detectable prostate cancer prevalence rates by age.
Simulation Parameters
The AUA recommends shared decision making
for men considering PSA-based screening from ages
55 to 69 and recommends a screening interval of 2
years. Based on this recommendation, patients were
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Table 2

Biomarker Sensitivities and Specificities for All Cancer and High-Grade Cancer (Gleason Score
7) Reported in the Literature

Biomarker Test

All cancer
% p2PS
% p2PS
phi
PCA3
T2:ERG
T2:ERG
High-grade cancer
4Kscore
4Kscore
4Kscore
All-cancer MiPS
All-cancer MiPS
High-grade MiPS
High-grade MiPS
High-grade MiPS

Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

Source (Ref. No.)

1.7
2.5
38.7
—
—
—

0.70
0.38
0.85
0.93
0.67
0.37

0.70
0.90
0.61
0.37
0.87
0.93

35
35
35
36
36
37

9%
12%
15%
25%
52%
10%
15%
26%

0.90
0.86
0.79
0.94
0.68
0.95
0.88
0.70

0.52
0.62
0.70
0.41
0.78
0.36
0.55
0.76

34
4
34
14
14
14
14
14

Note: The sensitivities and specificities for 4Kscore and the MiPS tests were calculated using data presented by Parekh and others34 and Tomlins
and others,14 respectively. These 14 tests were evaluated for 2 PSA thresholds (2 ng/mL and 4 ng/mL), resulting in 28 screening strategies. Blank
entries for thresholds indicate no threshold given in the source.

PSA-screened every 2 years from ages 55 to 69.1
Each patient simulation began at age 40. The model
was used to evaluate 28 different prostate cancer
screening strategies based on published estimates of
sensitivity and specificity for biomarkers reported
in the literature. Table 2 shows the sensitivity and
specificity values for all cancer and high-grade cancer (Gleason score 7). We compared these values
with using PSA alone and to hypothetical perfect
biomarkers that have a sensitivity and specificity of
1.0 for either all cancer or high-grade cancer. We
also investigated the tradeoff of sensitivity and specificity by evaluating long-term health outcomes for
patients under 30 different thresholds for the highgrade MiPS test. To perform this analysis, we used
a large dataset of PSA, PCA3, and T2:ERG scores
from a presumed cancer-free population of patients
undergoing diagnostic prostate biopsy to estimate
the high-grade sensitivity and specificity of the
high-grade MiPS test under each threshold.14
For each strategy evaluated, we estimated the
mean number of screening biopsies and prostate
cancer deaths per 1000 men and the mean QALYs
gained per 1000 men relative to no screening. Our
QALY measurements account for disutilities of
screening, biopsy, diagnosis, active surveillance, radical prostatectomy, recovery from radical prostatectomy, and metastasis; the values of the disutilities
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with their sources are shown in Table 1. The reward
update function for QALYs was
rt ðst ,at Þ51  dScr  dBiop  dDia  dTre
 dRec  dAS  dMet ,
where rt ðst ,at Þ, is the reward a patient receives at
age t, which is 1 minus the disutilities associated
with screening, biopsy, diagnosis, treatment and the
presence of metastatic cancer, as defined in Table 1.
The arguments for the reward are the health state st
that defines the cancer status of the patient and the
action, at , that defines whether a screening test or
biopsy was performed. The total expected QALYs a
patient receives in his lifetime is
"
#
T
X
p
R5E
rt ðst ,at Þ ,
t540

where T denotes maximum lifespan and the expectation is with respect to the stochastic process
induced by the screening strategy p that defines the
frequency of testing and the thresholds at which to
perform biomarker tests and/or biopsies. Since we
are not analyzing costs, we did not use a discount
factor. This amounts to assuming a risk-neutral
decision maker (e.g., the patient).
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Table 3

Best Performing Strategies in Terms of QALYs Gained per 1000 Men Compared with No Screening
Second Biomarker

Test

Perfect: HGa
4Kscorea
4Kscorea
4Kscorea
HG MiPSa
MiPSa
HG MiPSa
Perfect: all
HG MiPSa
MiPSa
PSA alone
PCA3
phi

Threshold

—
12%
15%
9%
15%
25%
10%
—
26%
52%
—
—
38.7%

Sensitivity

Specificity

Expected QALYs
Gained per 1000 Men

Number of Screening
Biopsies per 1000 Men

Number of
PCa Deaths per 1000 Men

1
0.86
0.79
0.9
0.88
0.94
0.95
1
0.70
0.68
—
0.93
0.85

1
0.62
0.70
0.52
0.55
0.41
0.36
1
0.76
0.78
—
0.37
0.61

21.04
18.59
18.52
18.51
18.48
18.38
18.30
18.01
17.93
17.79
17.75
17.65
17.46

128.2
211.9
200.2
222.6
219.6
231.7
235.0
146.5
188.4
184.2
251.7
236.9
218.7

27.5
27.7
27.8
27.6
27.7
27.6
27.6
27.1
27.9
28.0
27.5
27.6
27.6

Note: Each strategy has a PSA threshold of 2 ng/mL to trigger a second biomarker test and assumes a biopsy will automatically be performed on any
patient with a PSA 10 ng/mL. PCa, prostate cancer; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.
a. Sensitivity and specificity to high-grade (HG) prostate cancer (Gleason score 7).

Simulation was performed to generate sample
paths and obtain statistical estimates of expected
rewards for each strategy. This simulation model
was implemented in C/C++. We ran each strategy
for 30,000,000 sample paths, which took less than
12.5 minutes to run using 3.40 GHz with 16 GB of
RAM. The largest 95% confidence interval reflecting Monte Carlo error was less than 1% of the corresponding sample-mean point estimate.
Sensitivity Analysis
We performed 1-way sensitivity analysis on all of
the model parameters. These parameters were varied
from their base case values to high and low values,
as defined in Table 1. We also performed probabilistic sensitivity analysis, during which we varied each
model parameter according to a uniform distribution
between the low and high values reported in Table
1. During the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, we
performed 30 experiments with 30,000,000 sample
paths for each experiment. We additionally looked at
the impact of varying screening participation and
adherence rates. We looked at the effect of varying
these parameters on the expected number of prostate
cancer deaths per 1000 men and the increase in
QALYs per 1000 men relative to no screening. To
perform this sensitivity analysis, we used the strategy with a PSA threshold of 2 ng/mL and a second
biomarker test with a high-grade sensitivity and specificity that maximized QALYs.
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RESULTS
Model Validation
Table A.1 in the supplementary material compares estimates of clinical statistics from our model
with literature estimates. Overall, our estimates
from the model compare well with estimates from
the literature. Any variations are most likely due to
our assumption that patients have perfect adherence to the screening strategy.
Base Case Analysis
We estimated the expected number of QALYs
gained per 1000 men relative to no screening for
each of the biomarkers in Table 2 as well as 2
hypothetical perfect biomarkers. Ten of the new
biomarkers maximized expected QALY gains with
overlapping confidence intervals. The performance
outcomes for these 10 biomarkers are shown in
Table 3 along with the results for the hypothetical
perfect biomarkers. While there was no statistically
significant difference between these 10 tests in the
QALYs gained per 1000 men, the number of biopsies per 1000 men varied from 184 to 237. These 10
tests also performed significantly better than using
PSA alone with a threshold of 4 ng/mL, achieving
between 55% and 65% more QALYs per 1000 men.
In terms of the initial PSA threshold to trigger a second biomarker test, a PSA threshold of 2 ng/mL
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30

PSA 2

(0.37,0.93)

PSA 4
29.5

Number of PCa deaths per 1000 men

performed significantly better than 4 ng/mL in all 2stage strategies, where using an initial PSA threshold of 2 ng/mL achieved between 55% and 65%
more QALYs gained per 1000 men than using an
initial PSA threshold of 4 ng/mL.
Figure 3 provides results for the number of
screening biopsies and prostate cancer deaths per
1000 men. The figure displays tests from the literature that were on the efficient frontier (i.e., any
strategy that resulted in more biopsies and more
prostate cancer deaths than another strategy was
removed), in addition to the perfect biomarkers and
using PSA alone. Figure 3 shows the tradeoff that
occurs between minimizing prostate cancer deaths
and minimizing the number of screening biopsies.
Although a PSA threshold of 4 ng/mL resulted in
fewer biopsies, it also resulted in more prostate cancer deaths. For example, consider the strategy with
a PSA threshold of 4 ng/mL and a second biomarker
test with a sensitivity and specificity of 0.67 and
0.87 compared with the same strategy with a PSA
threshold of 2 ng/mL. The latter strategy is more
aggressive and thus reduces prostate cancer deaths
by 6% compared with the former strategy; however,
the latter strategy increases the number of screening
biopsies being performed by 49%. As expected,
screening strategies with higher sensitivity resulted
in fewer prostate cancer deaths and more biopsies,
while strategies with higher specificity resulted in
fewer biopsies and more prostate cancer deaths.
Only 2 tests maximized QALYs and also appeared
on the efficient frontier of Figure 3: using PSA alone
with a threshold of 2 ng/mL and using the phi test
with a threshold of 38.7. Intuitively, using PSA
alone with a threshold of 2 ng/mL minimized prostate cancer deaths. The screening strategy that used
a PSA threshold of 2 ng/mL and a second biomarker
test with high-grade sensitivity and specificity of
0.86 and 0.62, respectively, maximized QALYs and
resulted in a prostate cancer death rate within 1%
of using PSA alone with a threshold of 2 ng/mL
while reducing the number of biopsies by 20%.
In addition to the efficient frontier of tests, Figure
3 also shows the results for using PSA alone and for
hypothetical biomarkers with perfect sensitivity
and specificity to all cancer and to high-grade cancer. There exists a 2-stage biomarker strategy that
can simultaneously reduce the number of prostate
cancer deaths and the number of screening biopsies
compared with using PSA alone with a threshold of
4 ng/mL. In particular, using a PSA threshold of 2
ng/mL followed by a test with sensitivity and specificity of 0.37 and 0.93, respectively, can reduce the

(0.67,0.87)
*(0.86,0.62)
PSA alone
*(1,1)
(1,1)

29

28.5

(0.37,0.93)

28

27.5

*(1,1)

(0.67,0.87)
(0.85,0.61)
PSA alone

(1,1)

27

26.5
0
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Number of Screening Biopsies per 1000 men
Figure 3 Estimated number of prostate cancer (PCa) deaths and
screening biopsies per 1000 men from modeled screening strategies. Each point on the graph represents a different screening
strategy and is labeled with the sensitivity and specificity of the
second biomarker. An asterisk indicates that the sensitivity and
specificity are for high-grade prostate cancer (Gleason score 7).
This graph displays only the nondominated strategies of each
strategy type: that is, strategies such that no other strategy
resulted in both a lower number of screening biopsies and a lower
number of PCa deaths per 1000 men screened (with the exception
of the hypothetical perfect biomarkers and PSA alone, which
have been shown for reference).

number of prostate cancer deaths by 2% and the
number of screening biopsies by 7% compared with
using PSA alone with a threshold of 4 ng/mL. For
both PSA thresholds, the test with perfect sensitivity and specificity to high-grade cancer resulted in
more prostate cancer deaths but fewer biopsies compared with the test with perfect sensitivity and specificity to all cancer. This further highlights the tradeoff between these 2 competing objectives.
To further investigate the relationship between
possible biomarker thresholds, the subsequent sensitivities and specificities that they imply, and longterm health outcomes, we evaluated 30 different
thresholds for the high-grade MiPS test using the
logistic regression model described by Tomlins and
others14; the thresholds we considered ranged from
6% to 35% risk of high-grade cancer on biopsy.
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Figure A.1 in the supplementary material shows the
relationship between the 30 MiPS thresholds, the
resulting sensitivity and specificity to high-grade
disease, and the expected increase in QALYs per
1000 men compared with no screening. Figure A.1
demonstrates that as specificity is increased and
sensitivity is decreased, the expected number of
QALYs decreases, which indicates that it is important to maximize sensitivity to high-grade disease in
order to maximize expected QALYs. We found that
although several thresholds perform equally well in
terms of QALYs, we can distinguish between these
strategies by looking at performance outcomes in
addition to QALYs.
Sensitivity Analysis
We performed 1-way and probabilistic sensitivity
analysis on the screening strategy that maximized
expected QALYs, which has a PSA threshold of 2
ng/mL, and a second biomarker test with a highgrade sensitivity and specificity of 0.86 and 0.62,
respectively. Using the base case parameter values,
this high-grade MiPS strategy resulted in 27.7 prostate cancer deaths, 212 screening biopsies, and a
gain of 19 QALYs per 1000 men. The 1-way sensitivity analysis results are shown in Figures A.2 and
A.3 in the supplementary material, which are tornado diagrams that display the effect each parameter has on the expected increase in QALYs and
the expected number of prostate cancer deaths per
1000 men, respectively. The parameter that had the
greatest effect on both expected gain in QALYs and
expected number of prostate cancer deaths was dt ,
the annual other-cause mortality rate. When the low
and high values of the annual other-cause mortality
rate are used, the expected increase in QALYs per
1000 men ranged from 8 to 35 relative to the base
case value of 19 QALYs, and the expected number
of prostate cancer deaths per 1000 men ranged from
22.4 to 35.5 relative to the base case value of 27.7.
The probabilistic sensitivity analysis results are
presented in Figure A.4 of the supplementary material, which shows the number of screening biopsies
versus the number of prostate cancer deaths per
1000 men from 30 experiments. The number of
prostate cancer deaths ranged from 19.2 to 33.8,
while the number of screening biopsies ranged from
196 to 215 per 1000 men. Sensitivity analyses
related to screening participation and adherence
rates are presented in the supplementary material.
We found that nonparticipation had a significantly
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larger impact on patient outcomes than less than
perfect adherence.
DISCUSSION
We developed and validated a new, partially
observable Markov model that considers prostate
cancer screening and treatment decisions for a cohort
of men, starting at age 40, through to the end of life.
We used this model to examine alternative choices
of 2-stage biomarker-based screening strategies based
on newly discovered biomarkers. The screening
strategy with a high sensitivity PSA threshold of 2
ng/mL and a second biomarker with high-grade sensitivity and specificity of 0.86 and 0.62, respectively,
increased the number of QALYs per 1000 men by 19
QALYs compared with no screening and by 7
QALYs compared with using the PSA test alone
with a threshold of 4 ng/mL. Our model predicts 1
prostate cancer death averted per 200 men screened,
assuming men were screened annually from age 50
to 75 with a PSA threshold of 4 ng/mL. Gulati and
others23 reported similar findings with a number
needed to screen between 186 and 220.
Two recent modeling studies also examined the
use of new biomarkers for prostate cancer screening.
Birnbaum and others24 and Heijnsdijk and others25
evaluated the use of PCA3 and phi, respectively. We
build on this previous work by evaluating many new
biomarkers head-to-head in the same model, providing useful information when choosing between the
many new biomarkers available. Another key difference from both of these studies is that we evaluated
how the tradeoff in sensitivity and specificity affects
performance of new biomarkers, including hypothetical perfect biomarkers that provide an upper bound
on the potential benefits of new biomarkers. Finally,
we evaluated the biomarkers in the context of QALYs
as well as prostate cancer deaths and number of biopsies per 1000 men.
We found that using an initial PSA threshold
with a high sensitivity (2 ng/mL) and a second biomarker that has a high sensitivity (between 0.68 and
0.95) and low to moderate specificity (between 0.36
and 0.78) to high-grade disease appears to maximize
expected QALYs. Interestingly, high specificity in
the second biomarker test, which is concomitant
with low sensitivity, results in significant reduction
in QALYs. In our model, there are 2 populations of
prostate cancer patients: (1) patients with low-grade
disease (Gleason score 6), and (2) patients with
high-grade disease (Gleason score 7). Patients
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with low-grade disease are unlikely to die from
prostate cancer and, therefore, are unlikely to benefit from screening. Patients with high-grade cancer
are more likely to develop metastatic disease, which
causes a prostate cancer death. Thus, biomarker
tests for high-grade cancer outperform all-cancer
biomarkers for 2 reasons: 1) They are more likely to
detect high-grade disease and prevent a prostate
cancer death, and 2) these high-grade biomarkers
reduce the number of biopsies for patients with
low-grade disease reducing the burden of screening
on patients that are unlikely to benefit.
In our 1-way sensitivity analysis, we found that
other-cause mortality has the greatest impact on the
expected increase in QALYs relative to no screening,
suggesting that the presence of comorbidity is an
important consideration when determining the optimal prostate cancer screening strategy. We found that
the results were most sensitive to variation in the
QALY disutilities and the metastasis rate for patients
with undiagnosed prostate cancer and least sensitive
to variation in transition probabilities. In our probabilistic sensitivity analysis, the prostate cancer mortality
rate was more sensitive to variation in model parameters than the mean number of biopsies.
Many different screening strategies performed
equally well in terms of QALYs; however, we have
found that it is possible to distinguish these ‘‘equal’’
screening strategies by looking at additional performance measures that may better account for patient
preferences. For example, some strategies that
achieved similar QALYs varied significantly in rates
of biopsy and prostate cancer deaths, with reductions in prostate cancer deaths coming at the expense
of a greater biopsy rate. This tradeoff emphasizes the
importance of a shared decision-making approach to
account for patient preferences regarding risk of
prostate cancer mortality and harms from biopsy.
The hypothetical biomarkers that perfectly detect
all cancer and high-grade cancer performed significantly better than screening strategies based on sensitivities and specificities reported in the literature.
This suggests there is potential for additional gains
from new biomarker discoveries. Interestingly, the
high-grade hypothetical perfect biomarker achieved
similar rates of prostate cancer mortality when compared with the perfect all-cancer biomarker, while
reducing the number of screening biopsies to which
patients are subjected. These data suggest that
screening biomarkers with an ability to detect highgrade cancers may reduce unnecessary biopsies.
Our study has limitations based on assumptions
used in the modeling process. First, estimates of
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sensitivity and specificity for biomarkers can be dataset dependent, as the estimates come from different
datasets and, therefore, may have different biases;
however, our analysis still provides useful insights
into how the sensitivity and specificity of biomarkers
affect long-term health outcomes. Second, we are not
aware of any longitudinal studies of long-term health
outcomes associated with these new biomarkers. In
the absence of data to support correlations between
disease status, risk of preclinical progression and
recurrence, PSA levels, and new biomarkers operating characteristics, we have assumed no explicit correlations. If correlations exist, this could lead to
biased results and conclusions. Third, we assumed
that each patient receives at most 1 screening biopsy
in his life. About 7%–12% of men undergoing
biopsy have had a previous negative biopsy26,27;
however, the majority of patients receive a single
biopsy, and cancers detected on second biopsy are
typically less clinically significant. Since our intent
is to measure the public health impact of biomarker
screening, we do not believe that this assumption
significantly influenced our results.
These limitations notwithstanding, a number of
conclusions can be drawn from this study.
Identifying biomarkers and risk thresholds optimized for identification of high-grade cancers has
the greatest impact on measures of performance in
the screening setting. Combining new biomarkers
with PSA has the potential to reduce the number of
screening biopsies (thus decreasing overdiagnosis)
and decrease the rate of prostate cancer mortality.
The sensitivity analysis suggests that our conclusions are robust with respect to plausible variation
in model parameters. New biomarkers with risk
thresholds optimized for identification of high-grade
cancer can reduce the number of prostate cancer
deaths compared with PSA alone while also increasing quality-adjusted survival. These results support
prospective clinical-validation trials using rationally
selected thresholds in order to design more efficient
strategies for the early detection of prostate cancer.
We have shown that 2-stage biomarker screening
strategies can be beneficial for the early detection of
prostate cancer and have provided a foundation for
how this approach could potentially be adapted for
other types of cancer screening.
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